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Technology advancement in the field of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) improves smart transportation along with its many
other applications. Routing in VANETs is difficult as compared to mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs); topological constraints such
as high mobility, node density, and frequent path failure make the VANET routing more challenging. To scale complex routing
problems, where static and dynamic routings do not work well, AI-based clustering techniques are introduced. Evolutionary
algorithm-based clustering techniques are used to solve such routing problems; moth flame optimization is one of them. In this
work, an intelligent moth flame optimization-based clustering (IMOC) for a drone-assisted vehicular network is proposed. This
technique is used to provide maximum coverage for the vehicular node with minimum cluster heads (CHs) required for routing.
Delivering optimal route by providing end-to-end connectivity with minimum overhead is the core issue addressed in this
article. Node density, grid size, and transmission ranges are the performance metrics used for comparative analysis. These
parameters were varied during simulations for each algorithm, and the results were recorded. A comparison was done with
state-of-the-art clustering algorithms for routing such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Comprehensive Learning Particle
Swarm Optimization (CLPSO), and Gray Wolf Optimization (GWO). Experimental outcomes for IMOC consistently
outperformed the state-of-the-art techniques for each scenario. A framework is also proposed with the support of a commercial
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to improve routing by minimizing path creation overhead in VANETs. UAV support for
clustering improved end-to-end connectivity by keeping the routing cost constant for intercluster communication in the same grid.

1. Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are different from
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs); therefore, clustering
algorithms designed for MANETs cannot be applied to
VANETs. In traditional VANETs, infrastructure, like road-
side units (RSUs), is used to provide network services to
vehicular nodes, selecting the optimal paths and transmitting
data. This infrastructure provides road safety information,
road congestion, alternative routes, along with weather con-
ditions to drivers. In urban areas where RSU support is avail-
able, VANETs work efficiently, but in those areas where
infrastructure is not available, VANETs do not perform well
[1]. On the other hand, scalability is one of the challenges in
VANETs. Clustering is used to solve the scalability issue, but
in the high-speed environment on highways where the vehi-
cle speed is relatively much faster than in urban areas, the

clustering does not work well, resulting in degraded network
performance due to the higher rate of reclustering [2]. Exist-
ing VANET routing and clustering algorithms are computa-
tionally expansive, so we need to build a heterogeneous
routing algorithm (for flying ad hoc network- (FANET-)
assisted VANET) with low routing overhead, efficient utiliza-
tion of computational resources, and high overall network
throughput [3]. The addition of UAVs in existing VANETs
is a challenging task because they have very distinct features
as compared with ground nodes/vehicle. Another challenge
is the efficient utilization of flight time of UAVs because
UAVs carry limited energy resources [4]. In VANET, partial
infrastructure support is available through RSUs; replacing
the RSUs with UAVs to form a fully ad hoc network is
another challenge to be addressed.

The current traffic system has many problems like road
congestion, accident risks, mobility, node energy, node
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Table 1: VANET routing challenge.

Topology-based routing Geography-based routing

Performance at stake in rural areas Performance on stake in urban areas

Transmission can be delayed Transmission of data for longer distances

Higher routing overhead Incorrect GPS coordinates for a node

Higher packet drop ration Inherent loops can occur

Routes are broken more frequently Network partitioning more frequently

Table 2: UAV classification.

UAV type Weight (kg) Altitude (m) Hovering time (hrs) Range (km)

Micro <5 250 1 <10
Mini 150 150-300 <2 <10
Close range 150 3000 2-4 10-30

Short range 200 3000 3-6 30-70

Medium range 1250 5000 6-10 70-200

Medium-range endurance 1250 8000 10-18 >500
Low-altitude deep penetration 350 50-9000 0.5-1 >250
Low-altitude-long-endurance <30 3000 >24 >500
Medium-altitude-long-endurance 1500 14000 24-48 >700
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Figure 1: FANET routing classification.
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physical condition, and received signal strength of node [5].
If nodes are participating in path construction and path
maintenance phase, then the route will be considered as reli-
able [6]. The reliable route improves packet delivery ratio,
reliability, and packet delays and achieves low overhead dur-
ing transmission of data. Route reliability is essential and
robust for application such as disaster management and
audio and video conferencing. If the route is lost, then the
packet takes a lot of time to reach a destination with higher
travelling cost. So, to solve these issues, FANET assistance
will provide a better solution to solve irregularities in tradi-
tional VANETs.

Genetic algorithms/programming, evolutionary strate-
gies, and learning classifier systems are some types evolution-
ary algorithms [7, 8]. Evolutionary algorithms offer a decent
solution for the problems that cannot be solved with other
techniques. In situations where we must find a solution for
unsolvable problems, evolutionary techniques are widely
accepted. EA might be computationally expensive, but find-
ing a near-optimal solution for unsolvable problems is
acceptable. In FANETs and VANETs for a continuous node
clustering problem, the choice of evolutionary algorithms is
effective [9].

The natural evolution model of biological evolution is the
base for evolutionary algorithms [10]. An environment will
be generated in which possible solutions will be evolved to
find a solution for the problem. For problem factors with

regard to constructed surroundings, it is possible to get the
best possible solution through evolution. To solve the scal-
ability issue, nodes are grouped and they share the same geo-
graphical coordinates [11] [12]. To provide solutions for
network scalability, clustering is one of the methods [13].
The clustering solution ensures the effective utilization of
resources with load balancing in each cluster. A moth flame
optimizer is one of the finest clustering techniques to provide
an optimal number of clusters. Moths are the insects like but-
terflies. About 16000 species of moths are identified to date.
Like other insects, moth larvae convert into cocoons in adult-
hood. The moths navigate at night-time and follow moon-
light. The traverse orientation method is used for traveling
by moths. During traveling, moths follow moonlight by
keeping a fixed angle toward the moon. Their going after
moonlight with a fixed angle keeps them in a straight line.
Humans adopted the same method for traveling in a straight
line at night [14, 15]. For example, at night, if a man wants to
walk toward the west, the moon position must be on the
northern side of the sky. By keeping the moon on the right
side, a man can easily travel in straight line. With regard to
the efficacy of transverse alignment, often, moths are tricked
by nonnatural light and are inclined to fly spirally towards
nonnatural light. If the light source is far away, then the same
behavior for transverse orientation performs well.

Once artificial light comes across a straight path that is
being followed, moths try to keep the angle toward the
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artificial light source. Deadly paths for moths occur when the
artificial light source is too close to moths, because moths
must converge toward the light. This convergence property
of moths can be exploited mathematically as a moth flame
optimizer (MFO) algorithm [16]. In this research, we pro-
posed an intelligent moth flame clustering optimization for
VANET (IMOC) to optimize the clustering problem in
VANETs with air assistance of FANETs.

1.1. Vehicular Ad Hoc Network. The moving vehicles are
equipped with advanced communication capabilities to form
a wireless network referred to as VANETs. VANETs offer
intelligent transportation services including road conditions,
traffic density, alternative routes, vehicle conditions, nearby
rest areas, and weather updates to drivers. Intelligent trans-
portation integrated information systems, communication
sensors, advanced mathematical methods, and high technol-

ogies to traditional transportation infrastructure. Traffi-
matics is the term used in intelligent transportation system
(ITS) where moving vehicles act as network nodes for trans-
ceiving and routing packets in a network [17]. To ensure a
safe and secure route for vehicles is the main application of
ITS. Information including unseen traffic, road conditions,
weather information, traffic density, and infotainment is
broadcast to make the trip safer for drivers and passengers.
To provide short wireless networks between vehicles, radio
devices and onboard units (OBUs) are installed on the vehi-
cle. These devices are used to provide communication
between OBU and RSU to form VANETs [18].

To get an accurate geographical position of moving
nodes, vehicles are equipped with a global positioning system
(GPS) and a differential global positioning system (D-GPS).
RSUs serve as a cellular base transceiver system and act as a
backbone to provide communication between vehicles in

1. START
2. Define grid size
3. In the 2d grid random deployment of vehicular nodes
4. Broadcasted position of each node in the search space
5. Node IDs as vertex, mesh topology is formed
6. Assignment of values to edges in the mesh network by distance calculation of each node
7. Create search space of m × n order, initialized moth position
8. When i = 1, loop from i the total maximum number of search agents. FOR j to the total number of dimensions where j starts
from 1
9. Position of each moth updated by moth position (i, j) = upperbound minus lowerbound both starts from I divided by node
position in the grid plus lower-bound
10. End loop
11. If simulation stalled or ended (20 iterations)
12. FOR moth i to flame size and i starts from 1
13. Calculation of fitness of moth_position (MP) as moth fitness = fitness_function (); fitness moth_position (MP)
calculated
14. WHILE node list NOT empty for clustering nodes
15. Allocation of the best solution to moth with cluster fitness of each moth less than the finest result
16. END_WHILE
17. END_FOR
18. Sorted_fitness (), sorting fitness values of all moths
19. Population_sorted () w.r.t sorted_fitness () population is sorted
20. Among the updated fame position, the best obtained till now
21. Best flame_score = sorted_fitness (1);
22. Best flame_position = population_sorted (1, :)
23. Update moth position-based on the corresponding flame
24. FOR i from one to maximum search_agents
25. FOR j from one to total dimensions
26. Compute distance for ith-moth for jth-flame; equivalent to absolute (population_sorted (i, j) − MP (i, j));
27. Moth location update
28. END_FOR
29. END_FOR
30. IF convergence_curve = convergence_curve iteration no 131. stall iteration++;
32. ELSE
33. stall_iteration =0;
34. END_IF
35. Iteration++;
36. END loop
37. Best solution from search is equal to total number of
38. END

Algorithm 1: Intelligent moth flame clustering optimization for VANETs.
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VANETs [19]. The mobility model is not random as vehicles
follow the road trajectory, but speed is relatively high as com-
pared with MANETs. The energy is not a critical issue
because transceivers utilize engine power to establish com-
munication in VANETs. The number of RSUs in VANETs
depends on the communication protocol. The communica-
tion in VANETs might be intervehicle, vehicle to RSU, and
routing-based communication [20]. The information needs
to be broadcast efficiently in VANETs for effective informa-
tion interchange during communication between nodes. To
provide such capability, there is a need to have efficient rout-
ing protocols. The proactive (table-driven) and reactive (on-
demand) are two main classifications for routing protocols.

In proactive routing protocols, the routing information is
available every time in its packet header. Optimized link-state
routing (OLSR) and fishy state routing (FSR) are types of
proactive protocols. FSR minimizes the overhead because it
does not broadcast; it only exchanges topological change with
its neighboring nodes [21]. OLSR uses multipoint relays to
the optimized broadcasting process of the control message
to keep the routing table updated. Hello and topology control
message are used to discover and disseminate link-state
information. Nodes share topological change to their neigh-
boring subset as nodes have limited repetitions for broadcast-
ing [22]. In reactive protocols, the route is not stored
permanently which helps in minimizing communication
overhead and routes are established on-demand. In the route
construction process, the control message is broadcasted
through flooding to look up participating nodes for commu-
nication. Ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV),
dynamic source routing (DSR), and temporally ordered rout-

ing algorithm (TORA) are examples of reactive routing.
AODV apply route discovery by hop count and sequence
number. Destination sequenced number is checked in the
route construction process based on the route request/route
reply messages [23]. DSR routing information is attached to
the data packet header from the source. Route recovery or
maintenance is the limitation of DSR [24]. The temporally
ordered routing protocol (TORA) is based on a three-level
route construction, route maintenance, and erasing route
by using query (QRY), update (UPD), and clear (CLR) mes-
sages. Topological change does not have an effect on routing
information until a complete path from source to destination
has been lost [25]. To provide fast message data delivery
along curved roads overlays the node selection based on opti-
mal position and exponent partition range [26].

Geographic or position-based routing protocols used
GPS to pick exact coordinates of nodes and used their current
location for routing data [27]. GPSR, geographic source rout-
ing (GSR), and greedy perimeter coordinator routing
(GPCR) are some of the examples of position-based routing
protocols. A greedy perimeter stateless routing protocol
works on greedy approval for transmission of data between
the sender and receiver. The locations of the transmitting
node and the destination are used to find other nodes to con-
struct a route [28]. In GSR, the shortest path is calculated
between the sender and receiver based on their locations
[29]. GPCR coordinating nodes are given preference with
noncoordinating nodes. Communication is established
between the sender and the receiver on their geographical
locations and road conditions [30]. Anchor-based street
traffic-aware routing (A-STAR) is the best route established

Table 3: Parameters for simulation.

Parameters IMOC CLPSO GWO ACO

Total population size 100 100 100 100

Maximum number iteration 150 150 150 150

Total runs 10 10 10 10

Weight for inertia 0.90 0.694 0.694 —

Rate of evaporation — — — 0.5

C1 2 2 2 2

C2 2 2 2 2

Grid size for simulation
500m2, 1000m2,
1500m2, 2000m2

500m2, 1000m2,
1500m2, 2000m2

500m2, 1000m2,
1500m2, 2000m2

500m2, 1000m2,
1500m2, 2000m2

Number of vehicles 10 to 100 10 to 100 10 to 100 10 to 100

Interval between vehicles +20 +20 +20 +20

Transmission ranges 25m to 200m 25m to 200m 25m to 200m 25m to 200m

Vehicle position Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed

Minimum_distance between
vehicles

1.5m 1.5m 1.5m 1.5m

Maximum_distance between
vehicles

5m 5m 5m 5m

W1 (1st objective function’s
weight)

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

W2 (2nd objective function’s
weight)

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
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on information gathered from nodes including their location
and trust. The anchor path is computed with Dijkstra’s least
weight path [31]. Table 1 presents the routing challenges for
topology-based and geographical-based routing protocols in
VANET.

1.2. Flying Ad Hoc Network. Availability of low-cost Wi-Fi
radio interfaces, GPS, micro-embedded systems, high-
resolution cameras, and sensors raised a path for developing
intelligent flying vehicles or UAVs [32]. These UAVs created
a relatively new era of networks known as FANETs. To inte-
grate drones with an existing vehicular network to improve
overall network performance is known as a drone-assisted
vehicular network (DAVN) [33]. The UAV-assisted applica-
tions have their unique features, competitive advantages, and
characteristics [34]. The fundamental operation in Internet
of Things (IoT) application is data aggregation. It can be seen
in distributed internet-based industrial computing and con-
trol systems [35]. The FANET applications can be found
everywhere from civilian to military use [36]. Such applica-
tions are traffic monitoring, disaster monitoring, providing
coordination between rescue teams, crop monitoring, fire
monitoring where human access is difficult, infotainment,
autonomous tracking, and border surveillance [37, 38]. Two
types of applications for FANET can be classified on the
deployment of an aerial node in topology: one is a single
aerial node application and the second is multiaerial node
applications. In the single aerial node application, only one
aerial node (AN) is deployed in the middle of base stations
localized on the ground; the AN serves as a router between
multiple base stations, whereas in multi-UAV application, a
team of ANs works together to provide services [39].

Table 2 shows the classification for UAV type, coverage
range, weight, climb rate, and endurance time in the air.
FANETs are considered as a subclass of MANETs; UAV
routing becomes more complex as AN characteristics vary
from other ad hoc networks. The characteristics, including
mobility rate, number of ANs, transmission range, weather
conditions, and residual energy, need to be critically
addressed for designing a routing scheme. Under these limi-
tations, higher communication failures can result in high
dynamic movements of ANs. In FANETs, effective routing
will support to keep services and applications stable and
available all the time. The FANET is an additional support
to enhance the effectiveness of existing technologies such as
VANETs andMANETs [40]. The ANs can be placed and dis-
patched in multiple scenarios to improve VANET and
MANET applications to provide end-to-end connectivity
between ground nodes.

Figure 1 presents the classification for FANET routing
protocols. The classification for topological-based protocols
can be divided as proactive, reactive, and hybrid. The
position-based routing protocols are classified as single path
schemes and multipath schemes. The swarm-based protocols
are listed for FANET routing. The parameters for FANET-
routing protocols are node density, link information between
ANs, residual energy, coverage area, and mobility pattern.

The concept of FANET-assisted VANETs is the focus of
researchers these days. Various approaches were proposed
where drones/UAVs were used to assist VANETs. One of
the initial approaches is a multi-UAV-aided network [41].
This approach proposed two-layer networking, i.e., aerial
networking and ground networking where the former is
responsible for air-to-air communication and the latter is a
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VANET which transfers the data among vehicles. A special
channel is established between these two channels for trans-
ferring information such as road conditions. A UAV-assisted
VANET routing protocol (UVAR) is a delay tolerant proto-
col [3] in which UAVs are used which have global knowledge
of the network. UAR has two subcomponents: UVAR-G is
responsible for transferring packets among connected vehi-
cles by considering traffic density, whereas UVAR-S works
by forwarding packets to the UAV. UVAR-S is an on-
demand routing protocol that considers multipath toward
UAVs and selects the most connected one as the preferred
path.

To get reliable data delivery and guarantee robust paths,
the flooding-based techniques are used in providing efficient
routing solutions. The existing UAVs cooperate in an ad hoc
fashion with vehicles [42]. The U2RV routing protocol is
proposed in [43]. U2RV is a four-phase process. In the first

phase, various paths are discovered; the paths can include
any path established through the UAV; based on source
and destination, a suitable path is selected from the set of
paths discovered in the first phase. This is followed by the
actual data delivery in the third phase. The final phase deals
with the discovery of an alternative path which is necessary
as the routes in VANETs are dynamic. UAVs are proposed
to be used in VANETs [44] for help in finding the discon-
nected segments and work as relay nodes in VANET infra-
structure. A central ground station is at the heart of the
scheme which sends instructions to UAVs for storing and
forwards the data and dispatches it towards disconnected
segments. Disconnected segments are identified through the
exchange of hello messages between vehicles and ground
stations.

UADD, a protocol for smart transportation networks, is
proposed in [45]. To provide communication between UAVs
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and vehicles, an opportunistic virtual interaction scheme was
introduced. The crux of this research work is forwarding the
data on the optimal intersection to the UAV when the
vehicle-to-vehicle communication is not possible. Like the
previous scheme, the UAV is used to store and forward
packets to the other vehicle. The use of UAV mitigates the
effects of jamming in VANETs [46]. It has been observed that
hackers observe the traffic pattern between OBUs and vehi-
cles, so they launch a jamming attack. Authors have pro-
posed to use UAVs to shield against this threat. A
technique based on reinforcement learning was used to
achieve an optimal relay policy adopted by UAVs to avoid
the aforementioned attack.

One of the fundamental aspects of any ad hoc network is
its mobility model. In [47], the authors proposed a mobility
model for UAV- and VANET-based communication. In the
proposed model, UAVs follow the movements of vehicles
on the road. To maintain the connectivity, the received signal
strength (RSSI) from the vehicle is used. The UAV selects the
vehicle with the lowest RSSI value and tries to improve the
RSSI, so that packets can be delivered successfully to the said
vehicle.

To improve communication performance of VANETs
between ongoing OBUs and UAVs against smart jammers,
the UAVs are used to induce a specific strategy according
to the jammer attack [48]. To enhance the network life time
and mitigate the “hot spot” problem, a new algorithm is pro-
posed, an asynchronous clustering and mobile data gathering
based on timer mechanism (ACMDGTM) [49]. In the
curved road scenario which overlays the node selection
method, adaptive relay-node selection (ARNS) is used to
redefine the optimal position of the node while considering
obstacle distribution. The broadcasting characteristics of
ARNS are used to classify the road structure [50].

2. IMOC-Proposed Methodology

The flow of the proposed IMOC algorithm is shown in
Figure 2. During the initialization phase in solution space
(m × n), the random position assigned to each moth and
moth array is equipped with fitness values. For flames, a sim-
ilar ordered matrix and array are generated. The best value
for the moth found so far is stored in the flame matrix. It is
an iterative process, so the optimal number of flames in
search space with the best moth against its flame is attained
during each iteration, After each best find, it updates the
moth position. A moth travels in the solution space until they
have found an optimal solution or the searching operation is
terminated.

In order of them × n solution space, the random position
assigned to each moth during the initialization phase and
moth array is stored as fitness values. Similarly, the flame
matrix and corresponding array are generated. The moth’s
best value found so far is stored in the flame matrix. To find
an optimal solution or terminate the search operation, moths
are moved in a solution space.

This operation used the dimension of lowerbound-
upperbound of the search space. Further, it is used to evaluate
the fitness value of each moth based on their location in the
search space. The creation of a fitness matrix is an iterative
process; updated values are stored in the matrix in ascending
order. For each moth, the lower fitness value is provided by
the fitness matrix. The optimal best score for the flame is cal-
culated by combining the position of the moth and its fitness
value and is used to update the moth position in the search
space. For optimal solution, a linear decreasing factor “x”
was used for convergence. For effective communication, the
minimal number of clusters required is also obtained by
using the same convergence technique.
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After creating clusters, selection of the cluster head (CH)
is the next phase. Multiple parameters like grid size, node
density, node connectivity, load balance factor, and transmis-
sion range are the parameters used in the CH selection pro-
cess. These parameters are passed to fitness function with
assigned weights. An important part of IMOC is to carry
selection using a fitness function. Cluster lifetime increased
by selecting the best CH resulting in minimizing network
energy and limiting unnecessary broadcast overhead. The
following equation (1) is used to calculate the fitness value
for the IMOC algorithm:

Fitness = W1 × Energy_Resi
W2 × avg_disð Þ W3 × delta_diffð Þ : ð1Þ

The residual energy of the vehicular node is denoted by
Energy_Resi, the average distance between neighboring

nodes is avg_dis, and the load balancing factor (LBF) is con-
sidered by delta_diff. Weight for energy is W1, the average
distance is W2, and the delta difference is W3. Achieving
an equal number of cluster members only results in an ideal
scenario. In a real scenario, it is difficult to achieve as vehic-
ular nodes change their positions and other parameters.
The ideal node degree deviation of movement from its neigh-
bors is computed by

Delta Diff = ABS Ideal Degree −NodeDegreeð Þ: ð2Þ

Inappropriate selection of CH might result if selection
criteria for CH are static and a single parameter might
bias the fitness function [21–23, 38]. Depending on the
scenario, weight is assigned to parameters dynamically by
IMOC to counter the biasing problem and negatively
impact the fitness values. In the first step, each value for
the parameter normalized between the range of 0 and
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Figure 6: Grid_size 1000m × 1000m, transmission_ranges 50 to 200.
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10. In equation (3), each parameter deviation is calculated
based on negative impact.

Dev pð Þ = ABS mean − parameter pð Þð Þ: ð3Þ

Penalized outlier parameters are used in equation (3),
to add penalty on weirdness from their mean, and are
used to compute updated values for parameters. To penal-
ize the outlier penalty, another equation is used with

w pð Þ = 1
dev pð Þ : ð4Þ

The aggregated total of all weight essentially is equiva-
lent to “1.” Fitness for each node can be calculated for all
parameters by equation (1).

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

Table 3 shows the parameter setting for simulation; the total
population for each algorithm set is to be 100 and 150, and
the maximum iteration for each solution is set to ten,
depending on the nature of the algorithms, inertia, weight,
and evaporation rate used. Inertia is set as CLPSO 0.694,
GWO 0.694, and IMOC 0.90, and evaporation rate is set as
0.5 for ACO. Four grid sizes are used to perform simulations
500m × 500m, 1000m × 1000m, 1500m × 1500m, and
2000m × 2000m. The vehicle maintains a minimum dis-
tance of 1.5m in the simulations; the interval between vehi-
cles is set to be 2m. Transmission ranges for all simulations
are considered from 25m to 200m and node density from
10 to 100. An assumption is considered wherein vehicle

mobility remains fixed or is moved with constant velocity.
IMOC experimentations were compared with ACO, GWO,
and CLPSO which are some the state-of-the-art evolutionary
clustering protocols.

4. Results and Discussion

To measure the efficiency of the proposed IMOC algorithm
with CLPSO, ACO, and GWO, numerous experimentations
were performed. Their performance is presented in the fol-
lowing figures. To check the efficacy of IMOC, node density
in the grid and transmission ranges for nodes were evalu-
ated in multiple scenarios. IMOC maintained its supremacy
and flexibility in the results. In Figure 3, transmission
ranges for nodes were set from 25m to 200m keeping the
grid size to 500m × 500m, and 10 to 100 vehicular nodes
were deployed. In Figure 3(b) where the node density is
40 and the transmission size is 25m, clusters created by
CLPSO = 29, GWO= 27, and ACO = 23, but IMOC created
only 19. When the transmission range was increased to
100m, IMOC created only six clusters, in comparison to
ACO 14, GWO 18, and CLPSO 21. The proposed tech-
nique showed consistent performance measure compared
with the existing techniques. When the transmission range
for the nodes was increased, few numbers of clusters were
created. IMOC results outperformed other algorithms when
nodes increased from 20, 40, 60, 80, to 100. IMOC created
an optimal number of clusters for all sets of experimenta-
tion in the 500m × 500m grid size.

Figure 4 shows the optimal performance of IMOC in
comparison with existing techniques. To strengthen this
matter, an additional set of experimentation is performed,
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Figure 7: Grid_size 1500m × 1500m, nodes 10 to 100.
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where nodes were fixed to 50m and the cluster creation for
grid size 500m × 500m was checked by varying node density
from 10 to 100 nodes (Figure 4(a)). In these experiments, the
tested transmission ranges were 50m, 100m, 150m, and
200m for node density from 10 to 100 nodes in Figure 4.
With varying transmission ranges, it is noticed that IMOC
performance was equally good and consistent; results for all
instances produced were better, and ACO results were the
closest to IMOC results in these settings. It was noticed that
IMOC performance was also the best even if the grid size

increased to 1 km × 1 km. Figure 5 depicts results for this sce-
nario. The experimental setting was updated, and results for
node density 50 for the 75m transmission range show that
IMOC created 18 clusters in comparison with 31, 36, and
23, respectively, for GWO, CLPSO, and ACO in
Figure 5(a). The minimum number of clusters was created
by IMOC. In Figure 5(e), to check the results, the accuracy
for node density was increased to 100 and the transmission
range to 125m; GWO created 33 clusters, CLPSO 45, and
ACO 23. In comparison, IMOC created only 18 clusters.
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Figure 8: Grid_size 1500m × 1500m, transmission_ranges 50 to 200.
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These results ensured that for any combination of nodes and
transmission range for the same grid size, IMOC creates a
minimum number of clusters in which its results optimized
the said routing problem. The creation of a few clusters
directly depends on the transmission size. The number of
clusters increased with a short transmission range.

To analyze the IMOC performance with an existing algo-
rithm, experimentations were performed with different
transmission ranges. Experimentations were performed
against transmission ranges of 50m, 100m, 150m, and
200m for node density from 10 to 100 nodes. Figure 6 dis-
plays the result that IMOC gives an optimal number of clus-
ters within the 1000m × 1000m grid size. Simulation was
performed to strengthen the results of the proposed algo-
rithm by increasing the grid size to 1500m × 1500m.
Figure 7 presents results for the subjected scenario for multi-
ple nodes and transmission ranges. Figure 8(b) shows that
when the transmission range is 100 and the node size 80, sim-
ilar improved results for IMOC are presented.

IMOC generated only 15 clusters in comparison with
ACO 18, GWO 36, and CLPSO 49. In Figure 7, it can be visu-
alized that for lower transmission range and higher transmis-
sion range, IMOC resulted in an optimal number of clusters
in comparison to ACO, GWO, and CLPSO. Results have
shown that IMOC performance improves for an increasing
number of nodes in the grid. The efficiency and performance
of IMOC remain optimal for any number of nodes and trans-
mission range. IMOC produced 36 and 7 clusters at the
transmission range of 25 m and 200 m respectively for 60
nodes, whileACO genrates 41 and 9 clusters for the same
transmission ranges and number of node. ACO remains the
closest minimal cluster producer for the problem under
observation.

In Figure 8, the performance of the proposed algorithm
was tested against multiple transmission ranges by changing
node densities. On each point, IMOC performance shows
better results. We can conclude that the higher the transmis-
sion range, the lesser the number of clusters; Figure 8(d) sec-
onds this statement. It shows that our proposed technique
generates 4 clusters at the transmission range of 200 m for
10 nodes, while for 100 nodes, it produces only 6 clusters.
The efficiency of our proposed technique IMOC increases
with the node density as compared to ACO, GWO, and
CLPSO. Figure 8(d) shows that when we set a transmission
range of 200m for 10 and 100 nodes, IMOC produced only
four clusters for ten number of nodes and only six for 100
nodes in Figure 9, when the grid size was increased to 2000
m × 2000m, similar behavior of IMOC was observed by gen-
erating an optimal number of clusters. It can be seen that for
extreme parameter settings for lower and higher nodes and
transmission ranges, IMOC performance seems optimal.
For 100 nodes and transmission range of 200 in Figure 9(e),
IMOC created only 8, ACO 11, GWO 21, and CLPSO 24.
Simulation results prove that IMOC for any given parameter
setting creates an ideal number of clusters.

Efficient results were produced by IMOC compared with
ACO, GWO, and CLPSO. Figure 10 depicts the optimal
number of clusters by increasing the node density and keep-
ing transmission ranges at 50m, 100m, 150m, and 200m.
For any given parameter setting, IMOC performed best in
producing an optimal number of clusters. In simulations, it
can be observed that IMOC provided the best solution for
any given scenario by creating a minimal number of clusters.
To justify the performance of IMOC clustering in a more
realistic scenario, in Figures 11 and 12, results are presented
in the 3D grid by keeping the simulation setting as
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Figure 9: Grid_size 2000m × 2000m, nodes 10 to 100.
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transmission ranges of 50m, 100m, 150m, and 200m and
node density at 40 and 80 nodes for all sets of grid sizes from
500m × 500m to 2000m × 2000m.

Figure 11 depicts the results for node 40, and Figure 12
presents the results for node 80. The result justifies the per-
formance of IMOC as optimal at any point for any scenario.
The optimal number of clusters produced by IMOC for all

grid sizes from 500m × 500m, 1000m × 1000m, 1500m ×
1500m, and 2000m × 20000m.

4.1. Load Balance Factor. It is unrealistic to have an equal
number of clusters for simulation. In some scenarios, one
CH might be overloaded with a maximum number of cluster
members in comparison to the cluster with a smaller number
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Figure 10: Grid_size 2000m × 2000m, transmission_ranges 50 to 200.
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of nodes. To mitigate the overloading of clusters, the load
balance factor for each CH calculated by using

Load balance factor = 1
nc ×∑i xi − uð Þ2 : ð5Þ

In equation (5), nc represents the total number of Xi
which is the cluster cardinality, and an average number of

CH neighbor is −u. Figure 13 and 14 are for nodes 20 and
80 with varying transmission ranges from 25m to 200m
for all grid sizes. IMOC performance is good in the case when
the CH neighbor’s number reached a threshold in terms of
LBF.

A framework proposed to improve the routing efficiency
of IMOC with support of UAV. In Figure 15, where grid size
is 500m × 500m for node 60, IMOC created 19 clusters. CH
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and their associated members are depicted in Figure 15. Two
kinds of communication existed between CH and cluster
members (CM). Intercluster communication and intracluster
communication can exist. To limit the overhead, CM cannot
broadcast the message into the entire topology. Clustering
ensured that CM can only send a request to its CH. In
intra-cluster communication, the sender and receiver both
are the members of the same CH. CM sends a request to
CH to manage all services for cluster members. CH acts as

a link between the sender and receiver to provide communi-
cation services. During inter-cluster communication, the
sender and receiver both are not members of the same clus-
ter. Conventionally, the sender node sends a request to its
CH, and CH broadcasts this message into the entire topology.
CHs receive this message and reply against the request, for
path creation between destinations by connecting CHs. The
path must be live and keep track of CHs for communication
between the sender and receiver. In this scenario, hop count
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for multiple transmission varies from 1 to 18, depending
upon the CH involved in communication. This will add addi-
tional computational complexity in routing. We proposed a
solution to keep constant the hop count for all communica-
tions. Figures 16 and Figures 17 show that in the center of a
topology-deployed AN (drone).

The complete grid is in the range of AN. All CHs are in
the range of AN and listed. To reduce the intercluster com-
munication problem and path construction and maintain it

during communication are overhead between the sender
and receiver. Considering conventional path construction
based on broadcast request messages from the sender to its
neighboring nodes, node reply to this request is the path
members. In this problem, if the sender wants to send data
outside the cluster, CH sends a request to AN, and AN sends
a message to all CHs. Destination CH responds against AN
request. The path will be established between the sender’s
CH to AN to destination CH. For all nodes, the hop count
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will be constant as two hop counts. As a result, unnecessary
broadcast overhead is reduced for intercluster communica-
tion. This also improves the efficiency of the network. Clus-
tering provides an optimal number of clusters to minimize
broadcasting for intracluster communication. Additionally,
AN with the IMOC clustering solution limits unnecessary
broadcasting and improves network performance for inter-
cluster communication.

5. Conclusion

To solve the VANET routing problem, IMOC solution pre-
sented an evolutionary algorithm based on cluster optimiza-
tion. The MFO technique is used to find near-optimal
solutions in search space. The IMOC algorithms work itera-
tively to find solutions from search spaces. The IMOC is an
efficient algorithm for VANETs as a minimal number of clus-
ters are achieved. It reduced unnecessary broadcasting and
helped in minimizing the routing cost. The routing cost
decreased as the near-optimal number of clusters was
obtained from the search space. The FANET support in clus-
tering also improved routing performance, by restricting
unnecessary broadcasts and keeping the hop count constant
for all communications. The proposed IMOC algorithm’s
efficiency was evaluated by performing a diverse set of simu-
lations while varying topological parameters. To validate the
optimization results, simulations were performed and moni-
tored with multiple node densities in the search space with
variable transmission ranges of vehicular nodes. In the said
topological constraints, IMOC presented near-optimal solu-
tions and creates a minimal number of clusters in the search
space. Result comparison of renowned evolutionary algo-
rithms, GWO, CLPSO, and ACO with IMOC shows that
the proposed algorithm is the best solution for the problems
under observation.
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